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What are you here for today?

Tell us your name & one thing you would like to take home from this session :) 

Raise your hand or use the chat!

3 min
Who we are

- initiated from the “Invest in Skills and Leadership” recommendations of Wikimedia Movement Strategy 2030
- a global, community-driven working group
What we did so far

- Published a shared definition of leadership
- Proposed a Leadership Development Plan (LDP)
What is leadership?

Who is a leader?

From our definition:

the ability to guide, inspire, build autonomy, encourage and motivate a group of people towards a shared goal or common vision.

In the Wikimedia movement [...] a “leader” is a person, position or group that takes the initiative to contribute to a specific cause.
The LDP is a leadership handbook with tools, concepts & recommendations to help you:

- understand leadership roles & skills
- act confidently in leadership situations
- implement leadership development initiatives in your communities
Let’s look into the LDP
What we are doing now

Help implementing the Leadership Development Plan

Where we are going

Establish a Leadership Development Network
We imagine the LDN as a platform for communities & individuals to work with & learn from each other.

We think about:
- hosting trainings
- creating more tools
- establishing local hubs
- providing mentorship
- amending the definition
Do you have ideas for leadership development in your community?

Do you think the LDP/LDN can help you with that?
Keep in touch & visit our idea doc!

- Telegram Group
- Idea Doc
- LDWG Meta Page + Newsletter
- LDP
- Definition

informal
formal
Thank you! and have fun at Wikimania!